Resources

Websites
See bookmarks.

Articles

- Gary Pavela, *Mental Health and Engagement in Learning*.
- Jan Arminio, Dennis Roberts, & Robert Bonfiglio, *The Professionalization of Student Learning Practice: An Ethos of Scholarship*.

*Volume 12, No. 2 of Diversity* (an AAC&U Publication) includes two articles that particularly address BTTP goals:

- Shalom Staub and Ashley Finley, *Service Learning and Learning Communities: Promising Pedagogies* (a brief discussion of the BTTP project at Dickinson College).

*Liberal Education, Vol. 93, No. 1 Winter 2007: Bringing Theory to Practice* (pdf.) includes these articles (weblinks):

- Donald Harward, *Engaged Learning an the Core Purposes of Liberal Education: Bringing Theory to Practice*
- Lynn Swaner, *Linking Engaged Learning, Student Mental Health and Well-Being, and Civic Development: A Review of the Literature*
- Rebecca Herzig, *So Much Depends Upon a Red Chili Pepper: A Faculty Perspective on the BTTP Project*
- Sally Pingree, *BTTP and Liberal Education: My Perspective*

Recommended

- Research on the effect of class schedules on students' drinking habits (Inside Higher Ed) See especially Stanislaus J. Dundon's remarks in the "Comments" section.
- Teagle Foundation Presidential Address, *When the Budget Sinks, Can Student Learning Still Rise? A Fable*

Articles on Community Partnerships


Calls for Proposals

- AAC&U Conference, *Faculty Roles in High-Impact Practices*. CFP due September 2009 for the March 2010 conference. This CFP is worth reading by non-conference participants because it quickly describes kinds of high-impact practices that have been successful on college campuses.